
Run Chart 

Overview 

Because they are simple to make and relatively straightforward to interpret, 
run charts are one of the most useful tools in quality improvement.  They allow 
us to: 

 Display data to make process performance visible 

 Determine if a change resulted in improvement 

 Assess whether improved performance has been sustained 

How to use it 
Run charts are line graphs where a measure is plotted over time, often with 
amedian (the middle value of those plotted so that half are above and half are 
below) also shown.  Changes made to a process are also often marked on the 
graph so that they can be connected with the impact on the process. 

Example of an annotated run chart 

  

 

 
Courtesy of Professor Kevin Rooney, University of the West of Scotland and 
NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde. 
 
VAP=ventilator-acquired pneumonia; CVCr-BSI= central venous cannula 
related blood stream infection 

Identifying non-random variation 



If we have at least 10-12 data points on our graph, run charts can also be 
used to distinguish between random and non-random variation using four 
simple rules. Different versions of these rules are used in different places so 
you may encounter different sets in other books or papers you read. However 
within NHS Scotland we have standardised on those used in The 
Improvement Guide and the Health Care Data Guide and by the Institute for 
Healthcare Improvement  and the Scottish Patient Safety Programme  

Non-random variation can be recognised by looking for: 

1. A shift: six or more consecutive data points either all above or below 
the median.  Points on the median do not count towards or break a shift. 

2. A trend: five or more consecutive data points that are either all 
increasing or decreasing in value. If two points are the same value 
ignore one when counting. 

3. Too many or too few runs: a run is a consecutive series of data points 
above or below the median. As for shifts, do not count points on the 
median: a shift is a sort of run.  If there are too many or too few runs 
(i.e. the median is crossed too many or too few times) that's a sign of 
non-random variation. You need to look up a statistical table (see Perla 
et al, 2011) to see what an appropriate number of runs to expect would 
be.  An easy way to count the number of runs is to count the number of 
times the line connecting all the data points crosses the median and 
add one. 

4. An astronomical data point: a data point that is clearly different from 
all others. This relies on judgement. Every data set has a highest and 
lowest. They won't necessarily be an astronomical data point.  Different 
people looking at the same graph would be expected to recognise the 
same data point as astronomical (or not). 

  

 

http://www.ihi.org/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.ihi.org/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.scottishpatientsafetyprogramme.scot.nhs.uk/programme


Since using these rules requires you to have 10-12 data points at least on 
your run chart it is important to collect data as frequently as possible. If you 
collect data only once a month that would be 10 months, if weekly, 10 weeks 
(2½ months). However this needs to be balanced with keeping denominators 
(the number of values contributing to each data point) for percentages (or 
rates) above ten or so to minimise random variation due to small sample size. 

What next? 

 IHI have produced a quick guide to how to produce a run 
chart  (requires free registration). 

 For an excel tool that will help you produce a run chart visit the ISD 
SPC page. 

Run charts are likely to be sufficient for many improvement projects but they 
are not as sensitive at detecting special cause variation as Shewhart control 
charts. 

 

http://www.ihi.org/knowledge/Pages/Tools/RunChart.aspx
http://www.ihi.org/knowledge/Pages/Tools/RunChart.aspx

